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1 Introduction

1.1 Causatives and VP-omission
• In English, some causation verbs take a [DP + uninflected VP] complement (Mittwoch 1990; Ritter and Rosen 1993,

1997).

• Within this class, make and let allow the VP to be omitted:

(1) a. First I made John eat dinner, then I made Mary (eat dinner).
b. First I let John play outside, then I let Mary (play outside).

• We make three empirical contributions:

1. ‘VP-omission’ (VPO) involves Null Complement Anaphora (NCA) and not Predicate Ellipsis (a.k.a. VP ellipsis)
(pace Sheehan and Cyrino 2021)

2. Agentive Causee: the thematic role of causee is more restricted with VPO than when the VP is present—it must be an
agent.

3. Unlike make and let, causative have does not license VPO; though for some speakers, experiencer-have does.
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1.2 Analysis preview
1. NCA: a null VP pro-form ‘ØVP’ is selected by a dedicated Voice head ‘VoiceVPO’.

2. Agentive Causee requirement: VoiceVPO is Agentive.

(2) VoiceP

DP
Causer

Voice VP

V
make/let

VoiceP

DP
Causee VoiceVPO ØVP← null pro-form

• N.B. the causee may subsequently undergo raising-to-object to Spec-VP (see §7.2).
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1.3 Roadmap
§1 Introduction

§2 VP-omission is Null Complement Anaphora

§3 VP-omission involves a null pro-form

§4 VP-omission requires an agentive causee

§5 Have

§6 Conclusion

§7 Appendices
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2 VP-omission is Null Complement Anaphora
(3) I chopped the wood, because Sally made me Ø. Ø = chop the wood

• Two kinds of ‘missing verbal structure’ (Hankamer and Sag 1976):

– ‘Surface’ anaphora: elided syntax

→ Predicate Ellipsis (PE, a.k.a. VP ellipsis)

– ‘Deep’ anaphora: pro-forms, both overt (e.g. do so) and null

→ Null Complement Anaphora (NCA)

• We represent (4) PE (a) with strikethrough and NCA (b) with ‘Ø’, reflecting the standard analyses: PE sites contain
syntactic structure, NCA sites do not.

(4) I asked Mary to give her toys away, but . . .
a. she refused to give them away.
b. she refused Ø.

• This section: VPO patterns with NCA and not with PE.

1. Overt A’-movement 2. Selectional restrictions
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2.1 Overt A’-movement
• A’-movement (5) is possible out of PE (Haïk 1987; Fiengo and May 1994; Johnson 2001; Merchant 2013)

but not NCA (Depiante 2000, 2018):

(5) I remember what Mary was willing to give away, but I don’t remember . . .
a. what she refused to give away t.
b. *what she refused Ø.

• VPO patterns with NCA:

(6) I remember what Mary was willing to give away, but I don’t remember . . .
. . . *what Bill made her Ø.

(7) Whose dessert did Mary make John eat t?
*And whose did she make Bill Ø?
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2.2 Selectional restrictions
• PE is not category-restricted:

(8) Mary is [VP crying] / [AdjP teary] / [DP a star] / [PP in LA], and
John is [VP crying] / [AdjP teary] / [DP a star] / [PP in LA], too.

• NCA, however, generally is category-restricted (Haynie 2010):

(9) a. John wasn’t good enough [TP to win], but at least he tried Ø. Ø = [TP to win]
b. *John wasn’t a fan of [DP the soup], but at least he tried Ø. *Ø = [DP the soup]

(10) a. It was suggested [CP that we should leave], and I agreed Ø. Ø = [TP to leave]/[CP that we should leave]
b. *There was much disagreement [PP with the eventual decision], but I agreed Ø. *Ø = [PP with the decision]

• VPO, like NCA, is category-restricted: make takes VP/AdjP/DP/PP complements, but only VP complements can be
omitted:

(11) a. Mary made John [VP audition], and his agent made him Ø, too. Ø = VP
b. Bicycle Thieves made Mary [AdjP teary], *then Requiem for a Dream made her Ø, too. *Ø = AdjP
c. Mary made John [DP a star], *and his agent made him Ø, too. *Ø = DP
d. Mary made John [PP into a star], *and his agent made him Ø, too. *Ø = PP
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3 VP-omission involves a null VP pro-form ØVP

• We have argued that VPO is a kind of NCA, and not PE.

• What is NCA? Two hypotheses considered here:

1. NCA as plain intransitivity1

(Shopen 1972; Grimshaw 1979; Napoli 1983)

→ For VPO, a parallel analysis takes the causative
verb to be a ‘plain transitive’ with no further com-
plement.

(12) ...

... VP

V
make/let

DP
Causee

2. NCA as a pro-form
(Hankamer and Sag 1976; Depiante 2000; Haynie 2010)

(13) ... ⇐ Analysis adopted here

... VP

V
make/let

VoiceP

DP
Causee VoiceVPO ØVP← null pro-form

1N.B. A ‘bare transitive’ analysis works well for help—see §7.3. See also §7.9.
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3.1 VPO is not just a ‘bare transitive’
Problem #1: make/let+VPO have different meanings from their bare transitive counterparts:

• Transitive make is not a bieventive causative: “I made the band” only means that you created it, not that you made it do
something.

• The transitive counterpart of let is ‘lease’ (only in BrE): “She lets grotty flats.”

Problem #2: make+VPO is structurally like make+VP, and not like bare transitive make:

• Make/let+VP resist passivisation (Sheehan and Cyrino 2021), and continue to do so with VPO:

(14) I didn’t want to eat the haggis, but . . .
a. my hosts made me (eat the haggis).
b. *I was made (eat the haggis) by my hosts.

• By contrast, bare transitive make happily passivizes:

(15) A cake was made for the occasion.
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4 VP-omission requires an agentive causee

4.1 Make + VPO
• Where the causee is a non-agent, VPO is bad:

(16) We made [the glass crack from the pressure].
But we couldn’t make the granite ??(crack from the pressure). (unaccusative)

(17) If we can make [our new line of shirts wash more easily],
then we can certainly make our line of trousers ??(wash more easily) too. (dispositional middle)

(18) By altering the layout, we can make [the new stadium seat an extra 2000 people].
After an upgrade, we can make the old stadium ??(seat an extra 2000 people) too. (‘sporadic advancement’2)

(19) John wanted to make [the law be overturned].
Mary just wanted to make the ruling ??(be overturned). (passive)

2See Perlmutter and Postal (1984) and Bruening (2013) for discussion of sporadic advancements.
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4.2 Let + VPO similarly requires an agentive causee
• Where the causation verb is let, the judgments point in the same direction: VPO requires an agentive causee.

(20) I’m happy to let [the ice melt from the heat of the sun].
But we shouldn’t let the butter ??(melt). (unaccusative)

(21) If the author lets [her French translation read as badly as this],
then I wouldn’t be surprised if she lets her German translation *(read as badly as this) too. (dispositional middle)

(22) By altering the layout, we can let [the new stadium seat an extra 2000 people].
After an upgrade, we can let the old stadium ??(seat an extra 2000 people) too. (sporadic advancement)

(23) The attorney was happy to let [that one specific ruling be overturned].
But she didn’t want to let the whole legal framework *(be overturned). (passive)
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4.3 Back to the analysis
• Our analysis explains why internal argument causees are incompatible with VPO.

(24) VoiceP

DP
Causer

Voice VP

V
make/let

VoiceP

DP
Causee VoiceVPO ØVP← internal arguments cannot be generated within ‘ØVP’

• This also explains why raised agents are incompatible with VPO:

(25) At that stage, we really wanted to make [our preferred candidate seem t to be winning].
But unfortunately, we could only make one of the backups ??(seem to be winning).

(26) At that stage, we were happy to let [Mary seem t to be winning].
But for reasons you’ll understand, we couldn’t let John ??(seem to be winning).
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4.4 Stipulating the agent causee restriction
• Our analysis explains why internal argument causees are incompatible with VPO.3

• However, it doesn’t explain why non-agentive external arguments are out too:

(27) I’ll make [the brass shine].
You can make the silver ??(shine). (unergative emission verb)

(28) The PM successfully made the cabinet worry about climate change,
but he still had to make the backbenchers ??(worry about it). (experiencer-subject psych verb)

• We stipulate that VoiceVPO is agentive; there are no other ‘flavours’ of VoiceVPO.

3N.B. It has been claimed that with VPO, the causer must be an agent (Mittwoch 1990:113). Cf. §7.10.
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4.5 The agent restriction: is it about NCA in general?
• A great deal of NCA-licensing predicates are agentive. So for these, agency is an ‘unremarkable’ lexical property.

(29) Steve couldn’t move the boulder, so Susie volunteered/tried (to move it).

• Aspectual predicates like start license NCA:

(30) Abby finished writing her essay before Beth had even started Ø.

• They also allow non-agent subjects:

(31) a. There started to appear essays that discussed previously-taboo topics.
b. The shit started to hit the fan.

• But not both at the same time! When aspectual verbs appear with NCA, non-agent subjects are degraded (cf. PE):

(32) a. The glass will stop cracking from the heat about when the pyrex starts ??(to). (unaccusative)
b. The fugitive ceased being spotted around town about when the sheriff’s goons started *(to be). (passive)
c. My book was selling well in China long before yours started *(to). (dispositional middle)
d. This run down hotel was sleeping 100 guests per night long before the grand hotel ever began *(to).

(sporadic advancement)

→ There could be a licensing relation between ØVP and agency more generally.
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5 Have
• Like make/let, have can take a [DP + uninflected VP] complement. Have’s subject is an experiencer (a) or a causer (b):

(33) a. I had a constable quit on me. experiencer-have
b. I had a constable interrogate the suspects. causative-have

• For some speakers, experiencer-have allows VPO:4

(34) ?First I had a constable quit on me, then I had a sergeant. experiencer-have

• However, causative-have does not allow VPO:

(35) *First I had a constable interrogate the suspects, then I had a detective. causative-have

• For speakers who accept (34), have can select VoiceVPO. So why the contrast with (35)?

• Unlike make, the complement of causative-have is not a separate modifiable event (36) (Bjorkman and Cowper 2013: 2):

(36) They made/*had the team throw the game on Monday by threatening them on Sunday night.
4This is VPO rather than PE, as diagnosed by A-bar movement (cf. §7.1):

(i) Which documentary did the unsuspecting audience have Mary show them t?
*And which film did they have Jane Ø?
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• Proposal: the monoeventivity of have follows from there being at most one VoiceAgent head.

• Experiencer-have (37): agentivity, if present at all, is
associated with the subject of the embedded predicate,5

not the subject of have.

• VoiceAgent below have, experiencer merged as specifier
of higher non-Agent Voice (Kim 2012; Bjorkman and
Cowper 2013; Myler 2016.

(37) VoiceP

DPExp’er

VoiceExp’er VP

V
have

VoiceP

DPAgent

VoiceAgent VP

• Causative-have (38): agentivity is associated with the
subject of have.

• VoiceAgent above have; causee merged in low Spec-VP.

• Causative-have is thus incompatible with the require-
ment of VoiceVPO that the causee be agentive.

(38) VoiceP

DPAgent

VoiceAgent VP

V
have

VP

DPCausee

V (DPobject)
5In experiencer-have clauses, VoiceVPO still necessarily introduces agentive semantics; hence VPO is degraded when non-agentive events are embedded under experiencer-have:

(i) *Mary had her tent shake under her, while Sally had her yurt Ø. 16
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6 Conclusion
Causative VP-omission:

1. involves Null Complement Anaphora

→ make/let select VoiceVPO, which selects ØVP.

2. requires an Agentive causee

→ VoiceVPO necessarily introduces agentive semantics.

→ it’s possible that NCA is licensed by agency more generally (§4.5).

3. is sometimes possible with experiencer-have, but never causative-have

→ if have selects VoiceVPO, then the resulting clause will have an experiencer-have interpretation.
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6.1 A final thought
• NCA (including VPO) is exclusively found in the complement of lexical heads, arbitrarily (Depiante 2018):

(39) a. I couldn’t make it work, but I tried Ø.
b. *I couldn’t make it work, but I attempted Ø.

• Ellipsis is found exclusively in the complement of functional heads (Lobeck 1995) (cf. §7.1)

– viz. C ~ sluicing, T ~ PE, D ~ noun phrase ellipsis

→ Could there be a link here?

Acknowledgements
Our thanks to the participants in our pilot survey (§7.10), and audiences at the Yale Syntax Reading Group, NELS 52, and
Cambridge SyntaxLab.
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7 Appendices
§7.1 PE with causation verbs.

§7.2 Is there raising-to-object in make/let causatives?

§7.3 Help does not license VPO

§7.4 Perception verbs do not license VPO

§7.5 More evidence that VPO is NCA: covert A’-movement

§7.6 NCA vs. PE: inconclusive evidence

§7.7 The role of contrast

§7.8 Previous claims of the unacceptability of VPO

§7.9 Adverbial modification cannot be used to diagnose the presence/absence of NCA

§7.10 Reality check: results from a (very) informal survey
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7.1 PE with causation verbs
• It is possible to elide the causation verb, licensed by T (cf. Lobeck 1995; Aelbrecht 2010):

(40) I remember what Mary made me eat t, and what JOHN did make me eat t, too.

• PE can also be induced below make (41), with constituent negation (a) and auxiliaries (b):

(41) a. I remember what Mary made me eat t, and what she made me NOT eat t.

b. In my screenplay, I remember which monster I let Ed be eaten by t.
?I just can’t remember which monster I let Mary be eaten by t.

→ This is because negation and auxiliaries independently license PE (Williams 1994; Potsdam 1997).
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7.2 Is there raising-to-object in make/let causatives?
• Our analysis:

1. NCA: Causative make can select a dedicated Voice head, ‘VoiceVPO’, which in turn selects ØVP.

2. Agentive Causee requirement: VoiceVPO is Agentive.

(42) VoiceP

DP
Causer Voice VP

V
make

VoiceP

DP
Causee VoiceVPO ØVP

• But causees are not always base-generated in Spec-VoiceP. . .
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7.2.1 A derived position for causees

• [DP + uninflected VP] complements of make/let/have need a position for derived causees (Ritter and Rosen 1993):

(43) a. We could make [the train arrive t late]. (unaccusative)
b. We could make [our handout read t more smoothly]. (dispositional middle)
c. We could make [there appear t to remain just one thing on the to-do list]. (raising verb)
d. We could make [the audience have already t witnessed this by then]. (auxiliary)
e. We could make [the monument be seen t more easily]. (passive + auxiliary)
f. We could make [the candidates completely t renounce their past affiliations]. (adverb)

• Proposal: the derived position is the raising-to-object position (Spec-VP)—see Sheehan and Cyrino (2021: sect. 3.3).

(44) VoiceP

DP
Causer

V+Voice
make

VP

DP
Causee tV VoiceP/AuxP

. . . tDP . . .
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7.2.2 Consequences for VPO

• VPO is only possible with agentive causees. Two possibilities:

(45) VoiceP

DP
Causer

V+Voice
make

VP

DP
Causee tV VoiceP

tDP

VoiceVPO ØVP

• Make selects VoiceVPO selects ØVP, as in the main text.

(46) VoiceP

DP
Causer

V+Voice
make

VP

DP
Causee tV ØVoiceP

• ‘VP’-omission is in fact VoiceP-omission.

• Pro: the lexical causative directly selects ‘ØVoiceP’.

• Con: the causee is introduced non-uniformly: in the
lower VoiceP when fully pronounced vs. directly in Spec-
VP with omission. In the latter case, the causee is related
to the omitted event semantically (Bruening 2019).

• Con: the requirement that the causee be agentive must
be enforced without reference to a Voice head.
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7.3 Help does not license VPO
• Help+DP does not involve NCA; rather, it is a simple lexical transitive.

→ Example (47b) cannot be interpreted as ‘...helped Labour lose the election’.

(47) A poor Brexit strategy helped Labour lose the election. . .
a. An unpopular leader helped it lose, as well.
b. #An unpopular leader helped it, as well.

• Help (by itself) does appear to involve NCA:

(48) A poor Brexit strategy helped Labour lose the election. . .
... an unpopular leader helped Ø, as well. Ø = Labour lose the election
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7.4 Perception verbs do not license VPO
• Further to causative verbs, perception verbs famously also take [DP + uninflected VP] complements:

(49) I saw/heard/watched/smelt/felt/witnessed/... [Mary eat the last sandwich]

• Perception verbs do not license VP-omission. If they did, then (50-51) would have interpretations that were not
contradictory:

(50) A: Did the suspect leave the house?
B: #I didn’t see him Ø, even though I was watching him all day.
B’: #Even though I was watching him all day, I didn’t see him Ø.

(51) A: Did Mary hear John go to the loo at 3am?
B: #She didn’t hear him Ø, although she was listening to him snore all night.
B’: #Even though she was listening to him snore all night, she didn’t hear him Ø.

• Instead, (50-51) involve simple trantive uses of see and hear; cf. help in §7.3.
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7.5 More evidence that VPO is NCA: covert A’-movement
• Covert A’-movement (53) is possible out of PE sites (a) but not NCA sites (b) (Depiante 2000, 2018).

• VPO (c) patterns with NCA.

(52) Baseline, surface scope context:
A keen new doctor and a keen new nurse have just joined the ward. So. . .
some doctor volunteered to visit every patient, and some nurse. . .
a. . . . did volunteer to visit every patient, too. (PE)
b. . . . volunteered Ø, too. (NCA)
c. . . . made the radiographer Ø, too. (VPO)

(53) Covert A’-movement, inverse scope context:
Each patient needed to be seen by some doctor or other, and by some other medic. So, fortunately, . . .
some doctor volunteered to visit every patient, and some nurse. . .
a. . . . did volunteer to visit every patient, too. (PE)
b. *. . . volunteered Ø, too. (*NCA)
c. *. . . made the radiographer Ø, too. (*VPO)
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7.6 NCA vs. PE: inconclusive evidence
• Antecedents for pronouns can be provided by PE (a) but not by NCA (b); causative VPO is middling (c):

(54) Johnny refused to give up his pie, so . . .
a. . . . Peter did give up his pie . . .
b. . . . *Peter volunteered ØNCA . . .
c. . . . ??Mary made Peter ØVPO . . . . . . because it was too big for him anyway.

• Pragmatic antecedents for VPO are middling between PE and NCA:

(55) [Knowing that Tommy has never liked to clean up his room, two close acquaintances have the following dialogue:]
What happened this time?
a. *Tommy refused to clean his room.
b. Tommy refused ØNCA.
c. ?(?)His mother made him ØVPO.

• Voice mismatches can be harder with PE than NCA; VPO is again middling:

(56) Voice match
Someone had to take the oats to the bin, so . . .
a. Bill did take the oats to the bin.
b. Bill volunteered ØNCA.
c. Mary made Bill ØVPO.

(57) Voice mismatch
The oats had to be taken to the bin, so . . .
a. ?*Bill did take the oats to the bin.
b. Bill volunteered ØNCA.
c. ??Mary made Bill ØVPO.
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7.7 The role of contrast
• In COCA (Davies 2008-), contrasting causees are unattested:

– i.e., zero examples of made NAME before punctuation, with VPO reading.

• Non-contrasting embedded agents are relatively common:

– many hits for made me, made you, made him, made her, made us before punctuation, with VPO reading.

(58) a. She didn’t want to come in today, but I made her. (The Night Shift, 2016)
b. I had to do it! I didn’t want to do it. She made me. (Kindergarten Cop, 1990)

• With experiencer-have (59), contrasting embedded Agents are necessary for VPO (a); contrasting experiencers are
woefully insufficient (b):

(59) a. ?First Mary had John play a trick on her, then she had Bill.
b. *First Mary had John play a trick on her, then Sally had him(, too).
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7.8 Previous claims that VPO is unacceptable
• Van Craenenbroeck’s (2017: ex. 59h) (60); cf. (61):

(60) *Madame Spanella didn’t make me eat rutabagas, but Holly made me.
(61) Madame Spanella didn’t make me eat rutabagas, but Holly DID make me Ø. Ø = eat rutabagas

• Lobeck’s (1995: 48, ex. 34c) (62):

(62) *Even though she should make John [e], Mary never tells him to clean his room.

• The ‘default’ way to pronounce (62) seems to be with stress on John, which then fails to contrast with him in the main
clause; try instead with stress on SHOULD or MAKE.
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7.9 Adverbial modification cannot be used to diagnose the presence/absence of NCA
• At first glance, a pair like (63) might provide evidence in favour of a ‘simple transitive’ analysis of NCA (cf. (12)).

• The caused event cannot be modified adverbially with VP-omission in (b):

(63) a. You’ve made Mary leave tomorrow and you’ve made me do so on Tuesday.
b. *You’ve made Mary leave tomorrow and you’ve made me Ø on Tuesday.

• However, NCA sites are unmodifiable generally, so the test can’t be used to probe the structure of VPO:

(64) We need someone to pick up rubbish today.
a. Sorry, I’ve already volunteered to pick up rubbish tomorrow.
b. *Sorry, I’ve already volunteered Ø tomorrow.
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7.10 Reality check: results from a (very) informal survey
• A previous claim: with VPO, the causer must be an agent (cf. (65-b)) (Mittwoch 1990:113).

(65) a. I make Carol practice every day. You should make Emily.
b. Self-belief made Carol practice every day. ?A strong work ethic made Emily.
c. I’ll make the brass shine. ?*You can make the silver.
d. A good amount of polish will make the brass shine. ?*A smaller amount will make the silver.

• Our hypothesis: VPO is best when both causer and causee are agents. It worsens when either is a non-agent.

• We sent an informal judgment survey to 27 academic linguists who identify as first-language speakers of English.

• Participants judged 4 instances of each configuration (4 configurations × 4 blocks) on a discrete 1-7 scale; see §7.10.

• Means (averaging across items and participants)

(66) Agent » Agent » Ø 4.01
NonAgent » Agent » Ø 3.65

Agent » NonAgent » Ø 2.78
NonAgent » NonAgent » Ø 2.80

• Summary:

– “Agent»Agent” is best.

– Configurations with a non-agent causee are worst.

– “NonAgent»Agent” is somewhere in the middle.6

6To account for the preference for an agentive causer, it could be that VoiceVPO attempts to Agree in agency with any higher Voice head, in the manner of Wurmbrand (2016).
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Survey sentences
(67) ‘Agent»Agent’ sentences

a. The teachers made Andy thrive. The coaches made Ben.
b. A counsellor made Jenny open up. A therapist made Katie.
c. I make Carol practice every day. You should make Emily.
d. I made Tom resubmit his work. So you should make David.

(68) ‘NonAgent»Agent’ sentences
a. Talent made Andy thrive. Discipline made Ben.
b. A mid-life crisis made Jenny open up. A near-death experience made Katie.
c. Self-belief made Carol practice every day. A strong work ethic made Emily.
d. Perfectionism made Tom resubmit his work. But only a bad grade will make David.

(69) ‘Agent»NonAgent’ sentences
a. The groundskeeper made the lawn thrive. The gardener made the flowers.
b. I’ll make the tobacco plants open up. You can make the daisies.
c. I’ll make the brass shine. You can make the silver.
d. The magician made Sally fear spiders. The hypnotist will make Tammy.

(70) ‘NonAgent»NonAgent’ sentences
a. The rain made the lawn thrive. The sun made the flowers.
b. Sunset makes tobacco plants open up. Sunrise makes daisies.
c. A good amount of polish will make the brass shine. A smaller amount will make the silver.
d. A bad dream made Sally fear spiders. But something worse made Tammy.

(71) Causative-have sentences
a. First I had John do my bidding, then I had Bill.
b. First I had a constable interrogate the suspects, then I had a detective.

(72) Experiencer-have sentences
a. First I had John run out on me, then I had Bill.
b. First I had a constable quit on me, then I had a sergeant.
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